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Abstract: Restaurant image refers to an immediate perception that pops up in a customer’s mind
when the name of a restaurant is mentioned. Therefore, it is crucial for restaurants, including fast-food
restaurants (FFRs), to evaluate and sustain a positive restaurant image. However, evaluating and
improving a restaurant’s image is challenging, since it counts in multiple service attributes associated
with various degrees of unknown priority. Even so, the existing literature is yet to outspread the
usage of an appropriate multi-attribute decision-making (MADM)-based approach to specifically
evaluate the image of FFRs. Therefore, this research aimed at employing such an approach to evaluate
the image of four FFRs on an island in East Malaysia, using various people, processes, and physical
evidence attributes. Firstly, an initial list of FFR image attributes was elicited from the available
literature. This initial list was then further validated through a two-round Delphi survey involving
a panel of ten experts. A questionnaire was then designed based on the finalized attributes, and
data collected from a sample of 251 respondents were analyzed using the compromised-analytical
hierarchy process (C-AHP) method. The C-AHP results suggest that the strategies to improve
an FFR’s image should primarily incorporate the following six attributes: hospitality, employees’
problem-solving skills, employees’ knowledge, food taste, physical cleanliness, and service response
time. The FFR at the top of the ranking has the highest performance scores over these same six
attributes. Surprisingly, employees’ appearance and restaurant exterior were reported as the two
least important image attributes. This research is the first to demonstrate the application of a hybrid
MADM-based approach to uncover the weights of FFR image attributes and rank those FFRs by
computing their aggregated image scores.

Keywords: compromised analytical hierarchy process; Delphi; fast-food restaurants; multi-attribute
decision-making; restaurant image

1. Introduction

In today’s highly materialistic lifestyle, a significant change can even be observed in
urban Malaysians’ food consumption practices [1]. Due to the hectic lifestyle routine, most
people no longer have sufficient time to cook and eat at home; thus, they prefer to dine at
the nearby fast-food restaurants (FFRs) [2–4].

FFRs usually prepare and serve orders quickly; therefore, these restaurants are also
sometimes known as quick-service restaurants [5]. The menus in FFRs are normally
prepared using standardized methods or ingredients to maintain consistent taste quality [6].
Lim et al. [7] further claimed that the types of food that FFRs offer typically exist in a wide
assortment: pizza, chicken grills, hamburgers, etc. In short, an FFR can be defined as a
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type of restaurant that primarily aims at preparing a varied range of food using consistent
procedures and serving them to customers within the quickest possible duration.

In the context of Malaysia, Rashid et al. [8] claimed that the rising personal income and
urbanization among Malaysia’s population had increased their liking of fast-food items. It
is also interesting to find that the increasing number of dual-earner couples in Malaysian
families also caused them to opt for fast food. This is because such couples may have
constrained time to prepare meals and dine at home [9].

Malaysians’ increased desire to dine at FFRs is also further supported by a report
released by ACNielsen Online Consumer Survey in 2004. A summary of the report is
available in [10]. The report disclosed Malaysia as the second-highest country in the context
of fast-food consumption, after Hong Kong. The report was made based on ten countries
such as the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and India. It is also claimed that a significant
change in people’s eating preference is also influenced by the increasing number of young
people who dislike the traditional way of cooking and have a better acceptance of the
concept of fast food. A similar situation is also indicated by Figure 1 [11], which presents
the results of a survey conducted by the Statista Research Department to analyze the
frequency of Malaysian eating at FFRs in any given week. The statistics were resulted
based on the sample data collected from 24,912 Malaysian adults. It clearly shows that the
frequency of Malaysians eating at FFRs, or in other words, their preference over fast food,
is gradually increasing across time. For instance, the percentage of those eating one to three
times a week has increased from 36.05% in 2016 to 38.95% in 2018. In fact, the rate of those
who do not consume food at FFRs has reduced from 1.68% in 2016 to 0.75% in 2018.
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It is undeniable that the increasing demand and preferences of urban Malaysians
for fast food have led to the mushrooming of new FFRs across the nation, particularly
in developing areas. Despite the growing popularity of FFRs as a preference, the novel
coronavirus has dramatically impacted the industry. Since the World Health Organization
(WHO) declared a pandemic in March 2019, many FFRs have struggled to operate under
the new standard operating procedures (SOP). The new SOPs forced the operators, kitchen
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workers, and service staff to adopt new roles and approaches. However, implementing
these approaches and requirements may have an inverse effect on the customers. For
instance, de Freitas and Stedefeldt [12] imply that the imposed procedures may contribute
towards consumers’ forming a sense of social isolation. Likewise, Hakim et al. [13] also
indicate that consumers’ perception of risk increased during the pandemic and influenced
the consumers’ trust towards the operators. Of note, the crisis caused by COVID-19 has
inevitably changed consumers’ perception of the FFRs. As a result, many of these FFRs
are employing all the possible ways to attract and retain their customers [14]. A similar
scenario is seen in Labuan, Malaysia.

Labuan, an island that is gazetted as one of the federal territories of Malaysia, had its
first well-established brand of FFR back in 1994 when Kentucky Fried Chicken holdings
decided to open their new branch on the island. Currently, there exist another three
well-known FFR brands running their businesses on the island.

Based on certain online websites, it is interesting to discover that the public holds
varying opinions and perceptions about the FFRs in Labuan Island. While some have
applauded these FRRs for their excellent service, some have expressed their dissatisfaction
by commenting on the prices, parking facilities, waiting time, to name a few. Such reports
made in media or online pages may affect their image and their financial performance [15].
To sum up, there is still some space for improvement that these FFRs can consider to polish
their image from the locals’ perspective.

1.1. Literature and Motivation of the Research

With a population of less than 100,000 people available on the island [16], it is a
challenging undertaking for the management of each FFR in Labuan Island to compete in
such a limited marketplace, and to magnetize the maximum possible number of potential
customers to their restaurants. There are many marketing concepts or ideas that these FFRs
could utilize to attract more customers [17]. However, this research is merely interested
in exploring how the FFRs in Labuan Island can develop their competitive advantage by
systematically evaluating and improving their corporate image, i.e., restaurant image.

It has been reported in many studies that corporate image plays a notable role in
determining the survival of a firm, especially in a challenging business environment which
usually becomes tougher over time [18,19]. The definition of the corporate image varies
from one research to another. For example, LeBlanc and Nguyen [20] defined a corporate
image as the result of an aggregate process by which customers compare and contrast
various attributes of firms. Meanwhile, Keller [21] specified the corporate image as a firm’s
perception held in customers’ minds. Andreassen and Lindestad [22] and van Rekom [23]
further spelled out a corporate image as the people’s impressions, ideas, feelings, and beliefs
about a firm, which is usually formed after customers’ experiences and communication. In
short, a corporate image is the public’s perception that arises by mentioning a firm’s name.

Although scholars have their ways of defining corporate image, the majority of them
do agree that a firm’s image does affect the customer’s decision whether to purchase and
consume services or products offered by the specific firm [24–28]. Han and Jeong [29] and
Lin and Lu [30] claimed that an impressive corporate image might increase the trust and
loyalty in repurchasing the products and services offered by a firm.

Apart from promoting repurchasing, corporate image is also proven to be associated
with customer satisfaction. Lai et al. [31] stated that customer satisfaction has no direct
influence on the corporate image, but rather an indirect impact from the corporate im-
age or an intermediate between firm image and loyalty. Meanwhile, Kandampully and
Suhartanto [32], and Patterson and Spreng [33] reported that the corporate image could
point out the firm’s quality, which significantly impacts customers’ perception of value and
satisfaction.

Additionally, it appears that the term ‘corporate image’ could vary according to the
context of research; scholars have tailored the term to match with the background of their
research. For example, LeBlanc and Nguyen [20] used the term ‘hotel image’ to address
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the corporate image of a hotel. Likewise, Yang et al. used the term ‘airline image’ for an
aviation industry-related study [34]. On the other hand, Dennis et al. [35] used the term
‘store image’ to indicate the corporate image of a store. Similarly, since the background of
this research relates to the restaurant industry, the term ‘corporate image’ is substituted
with ‘restaurant image’. There are also many studies relating to the restaurant industry that
have used these two terms interchangeably [36,37].

In the context of a restaurant setting, according to Ryu et al. [38], every restaurant
owner should attempt to form a unique image that distinguishes them from their com-
petitors. A positive restaurant image, which indicates the quality of dining service for
customers, is proven to have a strong association with increasing repetitive or loyal cus-
tomers. They may also voluntarily involve in positive word-of-mouth marketing. In a
similar vein, Otengei et al. [27] regarded restaurant image as one of the principal interpreters
of loyalty towards a restaurant.

The most recent studies suggest that consumers’ evaluation of the FFRs image is
negatively affected by the pandemic. According to Hakim et al. [13], most consumers
would project an image of anxiety and feel threatened when visiting a restaurant. The
study further indicates that the perception of risks towards restaurants directly influences
consumers’ behavioral responses and sense of trust. On the same note, Al-Marzouqi and
ben Yahia [39] use the behavioral inhibition system theory and suggest that consumers
would place safety as the prime indicator for a restaurant during the pandemic. The
restaurants’ sanitary measures help to mitigate consumers’ level of concern.

It is important to note that few past studies used the marketing mix attributes to
evaluate the image of a brand or an organization [40–42]. Those studies have proven the
significance of specific marketing mix attributes in characterizing image. However, it was
surprising to discover that none of those studies is linked to the restaurant industry.

The marketing mix is a mixture of attributes that a business organization can consider
to develop the appropriate strategies to achieve its marketing goals in the target market.
The traditional marketing mix concept concentrates on four attributes: product, price, place,
and promotion, i.e., 4Ps [43]. However, Booms and Bitner [44] introduced the 7Ps model
by adding three more Ps: people, physical evidence, and process (3Ps), to have a more
inclusive model for a service-oriented organization.

The broad application of 4Ps and 7Ps models can be observed via numerous past
studies. However, interestingly, some studies have only applied the extended 3Ps to
evaluate certain business aspects. For instance, Sarker [45] used the 3Ps model to evaluate
the influence of people, process, and physical evidence on the telecom industry brand
image. He used the 3Ps model with the justification that 3Ps have a greater effect on the
customers than the traditional 4Ps, especially when the product is a service [46]. In another
research, Das [47] investigated the determinants of customer satisfaction on retail banking
services based on the same three attributes, i.e., 3Ps.

Even so, the application of the 3Ps model is yet to be extended to the context of
restaurant image. Thus, there is a need in the literature to further evaluate and better
understand the influence of 3Ps attributes on the image of an FFR.

On the other hand, the FFR image evaluation studies with fresh quantitative meth-
ods appear to be limited too. Most of the existing studies, e.g., [48–50], used dimension
reduction methods (e.g., factor analysis) to understand the actual dimensions of the image
attributes. Sadly, such methods do not provide some important additional information (e.g.,
the weights of the attributes) that could enable the key players to make better-informed
decisions on improving the FFR image. Although the regression analysis method has previ-
ously been used to examine such weights, unfortunately, it does not integrate customers’
subjective preferences on the attributes while determining the weights [51].

Additionally, the existing literature works have not proposed a systematic FFR image
evaluation approach that can simultaneously reveal the FFR image attribute weights and
rank the FFRs involved according to their overall image score. It is important for any FFRs
to rank their performance against various business aspects, including corporate image,
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since it will help the FFRs identify the principal competitors in the market [52] and facilitate
them to design a more relevant business continuity plan.

In reality, many multiple-attribute decision-making (MADM) methods have been
used to scientifically rank the performance of restaurants or other elements related to the
restaurant business. For instance, Xue et al. [53] used the Method for Order Preference by
Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) to identify the performance of four FFRs in China
based on customer satisfaction. On the other hand, Siew et al. [54] applied the analytical
hierarchy process (AHP) method to rank the performance of five Korean restaurants in
Semarang, Indonesia based on six service attributes. Meanwhile, Yildiz and Yildiz [55]
evaluated the ranking of three restaurants in terms of the quality of service they provided
using the combination of AHP and TOPSIS. However, the survey on past literature shows
there exists no research which has considered MADM to rank the performance of FFRs
based on their overall image.

On the whole, there is a need to evaluate the image of FFRs in Labuan Island based on
the 3Ps model using a proper MADM approach so that the FFRs can simultaneously (a)
compare their actual image in the marketplace from the public’s viewpoint and (b) develop
the best possible strategies to enhance their image based on some convincing numerical
evidence.

1.2. Contribution Statements

From the literature perspective, this research has three significant merits. First of
all, the research has proposed an alternate set of restaurant attributes that can be used
to evaluate the image of FFRs. The attributes were identified from the marketing mix
perspective. Although the additional 3Ps are claimed to have more effect on the customers
than the traditional 4Ps, the specific application of the 3Ps model is still rare [46]. No
research has explored the potential application of the 3Ps model in evaluating the image
of FFRs. Moreover, not too many studies presented a comprehensive set of attributes to
model FFR image. For instance, the work carried out by Ryu et al. [38] has overlooked a
few key image attributes such as the restaurant exterior, price worthiness, and hospitable
employees. Therefore, this research has introduced a different yet inclusive FFR image
evaluation hierarchical model that comprises three main attributes, i.e., people, process,
and physical environment, and 17 sub-attributes.

Secondly, the research has proposed a novel hybrid MADM-based approach, which
helps to uncover the actual weight of each FFR image attribute and identifies the relative
ranking of the FFRs under investigation by computing their aggregated image scores. To
be specific, the proposed evaluation approach was primarily developed by incorporating
the Delphi and C-AHP method. C-AHP was chosen instead of the classical AHP because it
has the ability to avoid the unacceptable degree of inconsistency that sometimes present
across the values in a pairwise comparison matrix [56]. It has to be emphasized that this
is the first research that has proposed the usage of C-AHP to restaurant image evaluation
problems. Note that various MADM methods have been considered in restaurant-related
studies, e.g., [57–59], but not to evaluate the image of FFRs.

Thirdly, this research can be regarded as one of the endeavors to diversify the use
of different quantitative methods in FFR-related studies, which is seemingly limited to
date. Most of the existing studies used the dimension reduction method or regression
analysis to evaluate the restaurant image, e.g., [48–50]. In contrast, this research presented
an alternative approach to evaluating the FFR image, mainly by employing the idea of
MADM.

Meanwhile, from the managerial perspective, the research has two important contri-
butions. Firstly, by identifying the relative image score of each FFR in Labuan, these FFRs
are then expected to effectively comprehend their actual position in the marketplace from
their customers’ perspective. Moreover, based on the ranking presented in this research,
the FFRs may understand their urgency to develop the right strategies to improve their
image.
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Secondly, based on the computed relative weightage of the image attributes, some
feasible strategies were proposed to improve the overall image of the involved FFRs.
Fundamentally, the suggested strategies are sending a clear signal to the involved FFRs that
they should put more effort at improving their performance over the following six most
dominant sub-attributes if they want to maintain a positive image in the customers’ minds:
hospitality, employees’ problem-solving skills, employees’ knowledge, food taste, physical
cleanliness, and service response time. It is also interesting to discover that employees’
appearance and restaurant exterior do not play a major role in improving the FFR image.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the method-
ology of the research work. Section 3 reports the results. Section 4 discusses the major
findings of the study. Section 5 concludes the limitations of the research and the potential
future works.

2. Research Methodology

The methodology of this research can be summarized into four main phases, as
portrayed by Figure 2. Further details on the purpose and execution of each phase are
explained in the following sections.
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Figure 2. The four phases of the research.

2.1. Phase 1—Extraction of FFR Image Attributes from Past Literature

In phase 1, a review of relevant past studies was carried out to identify some key
attributes that were used to characterize restaurant image. As discussed in Section 1, these
attributes were then classified based on the three service-oriented marketing mix attributes,
namely people, process, and physical evidence attributes. These attributes were used as the
base to initiate further analysis. We classified the attributes by comparing them with the
definition of the people, process, and physical evidence. These definitions were extracted
from past literature, but we adapted them according to the context of this study, i.e., FFR.
The following definitions are used for the classification purpose [60,61]:

• People—refers to how the FFR employees serve, perform, and interact with the cus-
tomers.

• Process—encapsulates all forms of methods involved right from receiving, preparing,
and serving food orders to the customers, including promotional methods.

• Physical evidence—refers to the tangible features at the exterior or interior of an FFR
that the customers can quickly notice.

2.2. Phase 2—Application of Modified Delphi to Validate FFR Image Attributes

The Delphi method is known as one of the practical ways of achieving consensus on a
particular matter through several rounds of discussion or assessment involving a group of
experts whose identities are kept anonymous to each other [62–64].

In the traditional Delphi method, the survey is usually commenced by circulating an
arrangement of open-ended questions to the panel of experts [65]. The individual responses
from each expert are then summarized by the moderator and reported back to the experts
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during the next round of the survey [66]. At this stage, the experts are permitted to revise
their initial responses by considering the answers provided by others. Still, the sources
of reactions, or to be exact, the identity of the experts, are kept anonymous to minimize
biased opinions [67]. This procedure is repeated until the desired level of steadiness in the
responses is achieved [68].

Unlike the traditional version, which begins with an arrangement of open-ended style
of questions, the modified version of the Delphi survey [69] is commenced with a set of
carefully chosen attributes. This initial set of attributes is usually extracted by reviewing
the past literature or interviewing a small cluster of experts [70]. Undeniably, the modified
version of the method is gaining better acceptance among the researchers since it improves
the response rate and provides a solid basis to embark the survey, as compared to the
traditional method [71].

In phase 2, a modified Delphi method, as suggested by Wang et al. [72], was used
to validate the list of attributes (main and sub-attributes) identified via the literature
review. A group of experts that comprised ten experienced supervisors/managers from
FFR industry was formed before commencing the survey. The panel was made up of
supervisors/managers who have been working in local FFRs for more than three years.

Instead of approaching the customers, the FFR supervisors/managers were chosen for
the Delphi survey on the following grounds. Firstly, these supervisors/managers do hold a
good degree of knowledge about the customers’ actual needs and attitudes. Additionally,
they are expected to know better about the advantages and disadvantages of their FFR
with respect to their competitors. More importantly, these supervisors/managers could
be the customers of other FFRs. Thus, their feedback can encapsulate the viewpoint of
both industry experts and customers. In short, they can cross-check the attributes from a
broader and deeper perspective than the customers.

The Delphi survey in this research was divided into two rounds. The survey is fixed
with two rounds because three rounds or more could lead to the issue of research fatigue
and panelist dropout [73]. Moreover, many recent studies have delivered reliable outcomes
by maintaining two rounds of survey, e.g., [74,75].

In the first round, the experts were asked to indicate the importance carried by each
attribute over the image of FFRs, based on a five-point Likert scale, where 1 and 5 denote
“unimportant” and “important”, respectively. At the same time, the experts were encour-
aged to notify if any crucial attributes were absent from the provided list, supported with
some acceptable reasons.

A new list of attributes was then formed by: (a) eliminating the attributes with the
mean rating below 3.50 or the coefficient of variation (CV) value above 20%, and (b) adding
the newly suggested attributes. This new list was then used as the input for the second
assessment round, where the same mean and CV rule was used to finalize the attributes.
We established this decision rule by unifying the suggestions raised in two separate Delphi
studies conducted by Barry et al. [76] and Shah and Kalaian [77], respectively. While Barry
et al. suggested that a consensus point in the Delphi survey would be achieved when the
mean of the attribute is more than 3.5, Shah and Kalaian proposed that it would also be
achieved when the CV value is less than 20%.

2.3. Phase 3—Data Collection from a Sample of Customers

The target population of this research was the residents of Labuan who have visited
all the four FFRs under the investigation. In other words, the data were collected from a
sample of residents of Labuan Island, who had the experience of dining at all the four FFRs.
For confidentiality, the actual FFR names are not disclosed herein. We instead relabeled
them as FFR A, FFR B, FFR C, and FFR D.

2.3.1. Sampling Approach and Caution Measure

This research used a non-probability sampling method known as convenience sam-
pling in selecting the respondents. It is considered one of the weakest sampling approaches,
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but it still appears as one appropriate choice for this research as it deals with an infinite and
non-static target population. However, the sampling procedure used in this research did
not allow all interested individuals to participate in the survey. A screening question was
used to determine whether the person has been to all the four FFRs under consideration in
recent times. They were only permitted to answer the questionnaire if and only if they had
visited all the FFRs. Otherwise, the respondents could end up providing ‘fake’ evaluations
or responses for the FFRs that they have not visited before. In short, a cautious measure
was taken to minimize biases in the final results.

2.3.2. The Instrument for Data Collection and Pre-Testing

A questionnaire developed based on the main and sub-attributes finalized in phase
3 was used as the instrument for the data collection. It was not necessary to further
analyze the content validity of the questionnaire since it was developed based on the
attributes finalized by the experts in the field through the Delphi survey. However, the
questionnaire was pre-tested with a sample of 30 respondents, who came from various
age groups (e.g., university students, working adults, and senior citizens) to identify and
rectify any confusing terms or sentence structure errors therein. The questionnaire was
only used for the real data collection once it was revised according to the received during
the pre-testing. The question was structured into four main sections. Section A aimed at
collecting some crucial demographic information of the respondents, whereas the following
sections required them to:

• rate the importance of each main attribute with respect to the image of an FFR based
on a nine-point Likert scale (Section B),

• rate the importance of each sub-attribute with respect to its main attribute based on a
nine-point Likert scale (Section C), and

• rate the performance of each FFR under evaluation with respect to each sub-attribute
based on a nine-point Likert scale (Section D).

2.3.3. Mode of Data Collection

The data were collected through the online platform. To be precise, the questionnaire
was developed using Google Forms and was circulated via some well-known Labuan-based
Facebook groups. These groups are membered mainly by Labuan residents coming from
various demographic backgrounds. Therefore, it was predicted that responses collected
through these social media groups could represent the perceptions of overall Labuan
dwellers (i.e., target population) well. The questionnaire was distributed via the selected
online platform due to the following reasons [78,79]: (a) it helps to reach various groups of
respondents, (b) it is less time consuming, (c) it saves cost, (d) it is convenient for sending
responses, and (e) it allows the respondents remain anonymous.

2.3.4. Sample Size

A few rules can be used to decide the adequate sample size for conducting a meaning-
ful empirical analysis. For instance, Sekaran and Bougie [80] stated that data collected from
the sample of 30 to less than 500 are suitable for most of the research. In this research, the
survey was carried out until 251 fully completed questionnaires were returned. In short,
the sample size of this research was within the range suggested by Sekaran and Bougie [80].

Note that the data collected from the customers are used for C-AHP analysis. One
key advantage of any version of AHP analysis is that it does not require a huge sample
size to deliver sound and statistically robust results [81,82]. Likewise, a first-ever study
investigating the ideal sample size for an AHP analysis reported that a sample size as
small as 19 is acceptable to run a valid analysis [83]. Some researchers also argue that since
AHP is based on the responses from individuals familiar with the subject of investigation,
the responses from a small group of individuals are then sufficient to represent the whole
population [84,85]. AHP’s broad application in many real problems can also be attributed
to its compatibility with a small sample size. With all these arguments, we can conclude
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that the data collected for our study from 251 respondents were more than appropriate to
conduct a meaningful C-AHP analysis.

2.4. Application of Compromised Analytical Hierarchy Process

The AHP method was originally introduced by Saaty [86]. It was developed based
on the theory of ratio-scale measures introduced by psychophysicist Stevens [87]. It is a
MADM method which has popularly been used to rank a finite set of alternatives that
are characterized by multi-level decision attributes, e.g., main and sub-attributes. The
method, which works based on pairwise comparisons, is also suitable for group decision-
making [88].

However, in this research, a modified AHP method, namely the compromised AHP (C-
AHP), was applied to rank the FFRs based on their aggregated image score. In original AHP,
the evaluators are normally required to compare the elements involved pairwise, where
the preferences are expressed by adhering to Saaty’s 1/9–9 linear scale, as summarized
in Table 1. However, in this modified version of AHP, the type of data provided by the
experts was different from the original AHP. To be precise, the experts had simply been
requested to rate their preference based on a nine-point Likert scale, instead of making
pairwise comparisons using the common Saaty’s AHP scale.

Table 1. Saaty’s AHP scale.

Preference Value Interpretation

1 Element i and j are equally preferred
2 Element i is equally to moderately preferred than j
3 Element i is moderately preferred than j
4 Element i is moderately to strongly preferred than j
5 Element is strongly preferred than j
6 Element i is strongly to very strongly preferred than j
7 Element i is very strongly preferred than j
8 Element i is very strongly to extremely preferred than j
9 Element i is extremely preferred than j
1/2 Element i is less equally to moderately preferred than j
1/3 Element i is less moderately preferred than j
1/4 Element i is less moderately to strongly preferred than j
1/5 Element i is less strongly preferred than j
1/6 Element i is less strongly to very strongly preferred than j
1/7 Element i is less very strongly preferred than j
1/8 Element i is less very strongly to extremely preferred than j
1/9 Element i is less extremely preferred than j

The ratings from each expert were then transformed into proper pairwise matrices
by adhering to a particular set of rules, as expressed in (1). Nazri et al. [56] proved that
the CR-value of the pairwise comparison matrices, derived using (1), would always be
lesser than the threshold value of 0.10. In other words, using this data acquisition method,
one should not worry about the presence of undesirable inconsistencies in the experts’
judgments. It is worth mentioning that the switch of Saaty’s scale with the nine-point Likert
scale in C-AHP has helped simplify the usual data collection process further. The said
simplification can be observed in the following two aspects:

• Type of input data required: in C-AHP analysis, the type of input data required, i.e.,
preference ratings, were able to be quickly offered by the respondents, mainly because
they were not required to compare all the possible pairs of elements. Note that in the
original AHP, the type of data needed, i.e., pairwise preference ratings, is not easy to
provide since some may keep bothering about the consistency of their judgment while
comparing the elements.
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• The amount of input data required: in original AHP, to develop a comparison matrix
involving n elements, n(n − 1)/2 amount of input data is required from a respondent.
However, for the case of C-AHP, only n amount of data were needed.

Following were the exact steps executed in processing the collected survey responses
using C-AHP:

• Step 1—The ratings provided by each respondent via the questionnaire were converted
into proper pairwise matrices using Equation (1). In exact, firstly, the ratings from
Section B were utilized to derive the pairwise matrix comparing the main attributes vs.
the image of an FFR. Meanwhile, the ratings from Section C were converted to pairwise
matrices comparing sub-attributes vs. their respective main attribute. Finally, the
ratings from Section C were converted to pairwise matrices comparing sub-attributes
vs. their respective main attribute. Table 2 illustrates better how the ratings from
one of our experts in Section B of the questionnaire were converted into a complete
pairwise comparison matrix using (1). Equation (2) is the general form of a pairwise
matrix. Note that one important feature of a pairwise matrix is that if an element i
compared to j is aij, then the value of j compared to i should be the reciprocal of aij
i.e., aij = 1/aij.

Let b = ri − rj
I f b > 0, then aij = b + 1
I f b = 0, then aij = 1
I f b < 0, then aij = 1/(b + 1), where
ri = pre f erence rating o f element i
rj = pre f erence rating o f element j
b = the di f f erence between pre f erence rating o f element i and j
aij = relative pre f erence o f i when compared to j

(1)


1 a12 · · · a1n

a21 1 · · · a2n
...

...
. . .

...
an1 an2 · · · 1

, where

n = total elements to compare

(2)

• Step 2—The pairwise matrices resulting from each respondent were then recorded
into the Expert Choice system [89], a piece of software specially designed to perform
AHP analysis to calculate the local weight of main attributes (local weight of a main
attribute refers to its relative importance in determining the overall image of a FFR),
the local weight of sub-attributes (local weight of a sub-attribute refers to its relative
importance with respect to its main attribute) and performance scores (performance
scores refer to the performance of an FFR with respect to all the sub-attributes) of each
FFR. Figure 3 is the screenshot displaying the hierarchical model of the problem at
hand, as recorded in the Expert Choice environment; Figure 4 is the section in the
system where the pairwise comparison values were recorded.

• Step 3—Step 1 and 2 were repeated based on the responses from each respondent.
• Step 4—The final local weight of main attributes, the local weight of sub-attributes,

and performance scores of each FFR were determined by averaging the results from
every respondent.

• Step 5—The aggregated image score of each FFR was computed by synthesizing
the global weights (global weight of a sub-attribute indicates its overall importance
in the entire decision system) of sub-attributes and performance scores of the FFR
using the weighted average Equation (2), where the global weight of a sub-attribute
is determined by multiplying its local weight with the local weight of the respective
main attribute. The FFRs were then ranked based on these aggregated image scores,
divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of the
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experimental results, their interpretation, as well as the experimental conclusions that
can be drawn.

Table 2. Conversion of preference ratings into a pairwise matrix.

Main Attribute Rating Pairwise Matrix c1 c2 c3

People (c1) 7 c1 1 1
2 * 2 **

Process (c2) 8 c2 2 1 3 ***
Physical evidence (c3) 6 c3 1/2 1/3 1

Sample of calculations: * b = r1 − r2 = 7 − 8 = −1; Since b < 0, then a12 = 1
1−b = 1

2 ; ** b = r1 − r3 = 7 − 6 = 1;
Since b > 0, then a13 = b + 1 = 2; *** b = r2 − r3 = 8 − 6 = 2; Since b > 0, then a23 = b + 1 = 3.
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2.5. Design of the Proposed Hybrid MADM Method

Although a few previous studies have applied the classical AHP or the hybrid of
classical Delphi and classical AHP in restaurant-related problems, these methods still carry
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some drawbacks. As such, we carried out a simple comparison to uncover the advantages
and disadvantages of these methods against our proposed method based on five different
criteria. The summary of the comparison is presented in Table 3. The comparison indicates
that the proposed method holds an advantage over each criterion, making it a worthy
contribution to the existing literature. In short, the following are main five reasons that
triggered us to propose this unique combination of modified Delphi and C-AHP:

• The inclusion of modified Delphi allows us to integrate feedback from experts with
different experience levels; thus, a well-agreed set of FFR image attributes can be
determined.

• The modified Delphi survey supports us to reach a quicker consensus on the FFR
image attributes since the survey begins with closed-ended questions (not open-ended
questions).

• C-AHP helps us sidestep an unacceptable degree of inconsistency in a pairwise com-
parison matrix, thus avoiding the possible wastage of time and resources used for data
collection.

• C-AHP requires fewer input data from the respondents than the classical AHP (see
Section 2.4 for more details).

• The type of input data required by C-AHP can be provided more quickly since the
respondents do not have to worry much about the issue of inconsistent comparisons
(see Section 2.4 for more details).

Table 3. Comparison between methods.

No. Criterion Classical AHP Hybrid of Classical
Delphi and Classical AHP

Proposed Hybrid of Modified
Delphi and C-AHP

1

Does the method help
determine FFR image
attributes that the experts
mutually agree on?

(D) No, because the
method is not integrated
with the Delphi survey

(A) Yes (A) Yes

2

Does the method allow us
to reach a quicker
consensus on FFR image
attributes?

This criterion is not
applicable due to the
absence of Delphi survey

(D) Not possible since the
Delphi survey begins with
open-ended questions

(A) Yes

3

Does the method guarantee
pairwise comparisons with
an acceptable degree of
inconsistency?

(D) No (D) No (A) Yes

4

Amount of input data
required for a pairwise
comparison matrix with n
number of elements to
compare

(D) High. It requires
n(n − 1)/2 amount of
input data.

(D) High. It requires
n(n − 1)/2 amount of
input data.

(A) Low. It only requires n
amount of input data.

5

Complexity in providing
the type of input data
required for a pairwise
comparison matrix

(D) Complex especially
when the number of
elements to compare, n is
large

(D) Complex especially
when the number of
elements to compare, n is
large

(A) Manageable even if the
number of elements to
compare, n is large

Note: (A) denotes an advantage and (D) represents a disadvantage.

3. Results

This section reports and discusses the outcome resulting from each phase specified in
Section 2.

3.1. Identification of FFR Image Attributes through Literature and Delphi Survey

Table 4 shows the initial list of sub-attributes identified from past literature and
classified according to the three main attributes: people, process, and physical evidence.
Three sub-attributes that were detected to have strong relevancy were classified under the
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people attribute, five under the process attribute, and seven under the physical evidence
attribute. Table 4 also shows the description of every sub-attribute together with sources
where the sub-attributes were elicited from.

It is important to mention that after the first round of Delphi, none of the attributes
listed in Table 4 were discarded as they fall within the retention points (mean > 3.50 and
CV < 20%). Instead, two new sub-attributes, namely variety of food and operation time,
were included under the process attribute after considering the suggestions from some
of the experts who think those attributes are relevant to the research. The additional
justifications for their inclusion are as follows:

• Variety of food
Sulek and Hensley [90] revealed that offering a wide range of food would help to
increase customer satisfaction and directly increase customer retention. They also
mentioned that improving the readily available menu (e.g., adding seasonal fruits) will
be a good add-up. Above all, Jin et al. [91] reported that offering various menu options
such as a healthy food option or vegetarian foods will help satisfy the customers’
food needs, and the image of the restaurants will ultimately be improved. Hence,
as suggested by the experts involved in the Delphi survey, the food variety was
considered one of the process sub-attributes.

• Operation time
Kara et al. [92] mentioned that the business hour of a restaurant is one of the factors
that could affect customers’ decision on going to the place. For example, if someone
is working till a late hour, they will prefer to find a 24 h operating restaurant for
dining purposes [93]. More importantly, based on the research conducted by Wong
and Yu [94], it can be claimed that late closing hours can influence the image of a
restaurant due to the significant change in the people’s lifestyle who may have to dine
at late night. Therefore, as suggested by the experts, the operating time was noted as
one of the process sub-attributes.

Table 4. List of sub-attributes extracted from past literature.

Main Attribute Sub-Attribute Description Source

People

Hospitality
The staff are friendly, willing to help the
customers, and have an excellent courtesy and
response manner.

[36,52,92,95,96]

Employees’
Knowledge

The staff serve the food exactly as orders made by
customers, and they can provide all the
information about their service to the customers.

[36,95,96]

Employees’
problem-solving skills

The staff are trustworthy. They apologize for the
mistake and can deal with complaints. [95,97]

Process

Taste of food A standardized set of items that taste the same at
any point of time. [36,38,52,57,59,91,96–100]

Healthy food

The food is hygiene, nutritious and fresh. The
restaurant uses proper food storage, handling, and
preparation process to maintain the hygiene,
nutrients, and freshness of the fast-food items.

[101,102]

Service response time Quick service and minimum waiting time. [52,103,104]

Sales promotion
The FFR efficiently deliver messages about the
available sales promotions, e.g., coupon &
discounts.

[105]

Value for money
Money paid is worth the speediness involved in
the process of preparing and serving the food after
an order is made.

[106]
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Table 4. Cont.

Main Attribute Sub-Attribute Description Source

Physical evidence

Menu design
Clear descriptions, clear pictures of food items,
price tags are displayed, and informative menu
design.

[107,108]

Employees’
appearance

Employees have a professional appearance, neat
and well dressed. [36,38,91,95]

Physical cleanliness Clean dining environment. [36,38,52,57,59,92,95–97,99]

Parking The restaurant has a convenient parking location
and sufficient parking space. [92,95,96,99]

Internal ambiance

Internal seating facilities, nice interior design &
décor, nice music, restaurant decorations, lighting,
layout, appropriate room temperature, good
atmosphere, and having adequate space.

[36,38,57,59,91,92,96,109]

Overall safety
The restaurant is equipped with all the necessary
safety features such as CCTVs, fire extinguishers,
and emergency exits.

[52,110,111]

Exterior Pleasant outward appearance and scenery around
the restaurant. [91,96,112,113]

Table 5 depicts the final set of attributes that were finalized right after the second
round of the Delphi survey, together with their mean and CV values. The mean ratings that
range between 4.00 to 5.00 and the CV values that range between 10% to 19% signify the
experts’ strong consensus over the suitability of the main and sub-attributes in measuring
the image of FFRs.

Table 5. The mean and CV values of the finalized sub-attributes.

Main Attribute Sub-Attribute Mean CV (%)

People
(Mean = 4.82, CV = 8.40%)

Hospitality 4.91 6.14
Employees’ knowledge 5.00 0.00

Employees’ problem-solving skills 4.64 10.88

Process
(Mean = 4.91, CV = 6.14%)

Taste of food 5.00 0.00
Healthy food 5.00 0.00

Service response time 4.82 8.40
Sales promotion 4.64 14.54
Value of money 4.64 10.88
* Variety of food 4.82 8.40
* Operation time 4.82 8.40

Physical evidence
(Mean = 4.82, CV = 8.40%)

Menu design 4.91 6.14
Employees’ appearance 4.91 6.14

Physical cleanliness 4.91 6.14
Parking 4.00 17.95

Internal ambiance 4.82 8.40
Overall safety 4.91 6.14

Exterior 4.91 6.14
Note: * indicates the sub-attributes added after considering the suggestions given by the experts during the first
round of Delphi survey.

3.2. Demographic Characteristics of Respondents

Regarding the survey involving customers, 259 completed questionnaires were re-
ceived online, but 8 questionnaires had to be discarded due to respondent duplication.
Therefore, only the data collected from 251 respondents were considered for this research.
Of the total respondents, 148 (59%) were female, and 103 (41%) were male. In terms of
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employment status, 163 of them (64.9%) were full-time workers, 52 (20.7%) were students,
16 (6.4%) were housewives, 8 (3.2%) were unemployed, 6 (2.4%) were self-employed, and
the remaining 6 (2.4%) of them were part-time workers. Next, in terms of age range, 209 of
the respondents (83.3%) were between 21 and 40 years old, 23 (9.2%) were between 41 to
60 years old, 17 (6.8%) were aged below 20 years old, and 2 (0.8%) were above 60 years old.

Meanwhile, for the question of “On last month, how many times did you dine at
fast-food restaurants?”, 119 of the respondents (47.4%) claimed that they dined more than
two times, 68 (27.1%) dined twice, and 56 (22.3%) dined once. Only eight (3.2%) of the
respondents claimed that they did not dine at all at any of the FFRs over the last one month.
To conclude, almost all the respondents (96.7%) can be considered as customers who had
recent experience dining at the FFRs on the island; thus, the bias in the final results is
expected to be minimal.

3.3. Results of C-AHP

The data collected from customers were then used to perform C-AHP. In this section,
the results of C-AHP are discussed based in the following order: (a) the relative weights of
the main attributes and sub-attributes, (b) the performance scores of the FFRs with respect
to each sub-attribute, (c) the overall image score of FFR and their final ranking, and (d)
possible strategies for improvement according to the global weights of sub-attributes.

3.3.1. The Weights of Main and Sub-Attributes

The tree map in Figure 5 summarizes the weights of main and sub-attributes. In terms
of the influence held by each main attribute towards the overall image of FFRs, the results
in Figure 5 indicate that the people, process, and physical evidence attributes carry weights
of 0.330, 0.348, and 0.322, respectively. This clearly indicates that the process attribute has a
slightly better influence than people, and people has a somewhat impactful than physical
evidence. However, the weights indicate that the significances held by all the three main
attributes towards an FFR’s image are relatively close to each other. It appears that none of
the main attributes has significant different local weight. Thus, it can be simplified that, on
average, all these three main attributes have an equal effect on the image of FFRs.
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The results further point out hospitality, with the local weight of 0.357, as the most
important determinant of the people attribute. Meanwhile, the taste of food, with the local
weight of 0.174, is identified as the main determinant of the process attribute. On the other
hand, physical cleanliness, which has a relative local weight of 0.184, is pointed out as the
most crucial determinant of the physical evidence attribute. Note that there are two types
of sub-attribute weight present in Figure 5: (a) local weights colored in green, and (b) global
weights colored in red.

3.3.2. Performance Scores of FFRs

Figure 6 summarizes the performance scores of every FFR across all the 17 sub-
attributes. The detailed discussion on these performance scores is presented hereafter:
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• FFRs vs. hospitality

Figure 6 clearly shows that FFR C, with a score of 0.301, has the friendliest staff com-
pared to other FFRs, especially FFR B, which has the lowest hospitality score (0.203). A
further observation was made using the “mystery customer” method to better compre-
hend the reason for this result. Mystery customers observe or test the services delivered
by business organizations and provide instantaneous feedback about the quality of the
services [114–116]. It was found that, unlike FFR B, FFR C staff never failed to invitingly wel-
come or greet their customers, irrespective of any situation, including when the restaurant
was fully packed.

• FFRs vs. employees’ knowledge

Figure 6 shows that FFR C, with a relative score of 0.284, has the best informative
employees, followed by FFR D (0.246), FFR A (0.245), and FFR B (0.225). Further observation
using the mystery customers method also reveals that every FFR C employee can provide
precise yet speedy information about food, beverages, deals, and discounts. Most of their
employees have information at their fingertips and are ready to answer customers’ queries
without referring to others. However, a slightly different scenario was observed for the rest
of the FFRs, where the employees sometimes had to ask for their colleagues’ help prior to
clarifying the customer’s doubts.
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• FFRs vs. employees’ problem-solving skills

In the context of employees’ problem-solving skills, based on Figure 6, it is evident
that FFR C has gained the highest score (0.282), followed by FFR D (0.252), FFR A (0.243),
and FFR B (0.222). This shows that customers believe that the FFR C employees are more
responsive to the requests or complaints made by the customers, which appears to be
accurate based on further observation using the mystery customers method. Additionally,
the employees of the FFR seem to have better experience in quickly dealing with unexpected
situations occurring within the restaurant environment.

• FFRs vs. taste of food

The process involved in food preparation or cooking may influence the perception of
customers about the taste of the food ordered. Standardized cooking procedures typically
help maintain the consistency of the taste of the food offered. This could be one reason why
FFR C has gained the highest taste score (0.307) compared to the others (refer to Figure 6).
Since FFR C adheres to highly standardized food preparation procedures, customers can
expect a consistent taste whenever the same food item is purchased. In other words, it can
be concluded that FFR C customers are generally satisfied with the food purchased at the
restaurant, since the food taste has never failed to meet their expectations [90].

On the other hand, FFR B has the lowest relative taste score, which is 0.222. A causal
survey with some selected customers reveals that sometimes the items (e.g., pizzas) ordered
are overcooked, or the toppings of the food are not consistent with the requests made.
These circumstances may affect the customer’s perception of the food taste in FFR B.

• FFRs vs. healthy food

Based on Figure 6, again, FFR C, with a relative score of 0.278, is identified as the best
FFR that offers healthy menus. On the contrary, FFR A, with a score of 0.224, is considered
the poorest one. Note that the main menu of FFR A, i.e., fried chicken, is usually associated
with high fat and oil content than that of FFR C. They should thus minimize the number of
unhealthy elements in the food items by relooking at their food preparation procedures.

• FFRs vs. service response time

Figure 6 shows that FFR C (0.313) obtained the best score in terms of service response
time, followed by FFR D (0.259) and FFR A (0.252). The score of FFR B (0.176) is drastically
lower than the other three FRRs. Unlike the other FFRs, the main items offered by FFR
B, i.e., pizzas, are usually prepared and baked upon the request made by the customers.
Preparing the ingredients for the pizzas and baking them consumes some time. This causes
the waiting time of customers in FFR B to be somewhat longer; thus, it was not surprising
that FFR B obtained the lowest score in terms of response time.

• FFRs vs. sales promotion

Based on Figure 6, in the context of sales promotion, FFR B tops the list with a relative
score of 0.267, and FFR A was a close second with a score of 0.261. These two FFRs,
with close scores, never fail to offer various attractive sales promotions to their potential
customers. In reality, both FFRs offer some permanent sales promotions throughout the
year. For instance, FFR B offers the “take away” promotion where customers may purchase
pizzas for as low as RM5 per pizza. Meanwhile, FFR A offers discounts for certain categories
of meals if they are bought during lunch and dinner hours.

On the other hand, the results also indicate FFR D as the lowest-performing restaurant
in terms of sales promotion (0.222). Most of the time, FFR D only distributes its discount
coupons to existing customers. Thus, new customers are not aware of the sales promotions
offered by the restaurant. It is suggested that FFR D use better platforms (e.g., social media)
to circulate information about their sales promotions to attract more customers.

• FFRs vs. value for money

Value for money refers to the worthiness of the price paid for the products or services
received by the customers. In respect to this context, the results in Figure 6 show that FFR
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A stands in the first ranking, with the score of 0.281, as it is known for offering value for
money meals, compared to the other three restaurants. For instance, by purchasing a simple
combo set at FFR A, the customer can receive a complete meal that comes with a large
piece of chicken, a burger, a cup of whipped potato, a cup of coleslaw, and a medium-sized
drink. The scores of the last two restaurants in the ranking, FFR B and FFR D, which are
close, indicate that the prices determined by the restaurants are slightly expensive. These
restaurants should consider readjusting their prices or improving their food quality so that
customers would have a better sense of satisfaction after dining [117].

• FFRs vs. food variety

A good FFR should offer a wide array of food to fulfil the preference of customers
with various demographic backgrounds. As such, the results in Figure 6 show FFR C, with
a score of 0.259, as the best restaurant in the context of food assortment. Indeed, FFR C has
its own Happy Meal to satisfy kids, Filet-O-Fish for catering seafood lovers, porridge to
accommodate senior citizens, and more importantly, it offers a variety of burgers and fried
chicken that youngsters generally prefer. It is not surprising to see FFR A with a relatively
lower score than the other three FRRs (0.241), because most of the menu items offered by
the restaurant are only chicken-based.

• FFRs vs. operation time

Restaurant operation time is also a crucial restaurant selection criterion, especially for
early birds and night owls. According to the results in Figure 6, it can be concluded that
FFR C and FFR A appear at the top of the list, since these restaurants operate 24 h. FFR C
(0.314) has a slightly better score than FFR A (0.285), possibly because the restaurant offers
breakfast items as early as 4 am. Meanwhile, it is logical to point out that FFR B and FFR D
have similar low scores (i.e., 0.201 and 0.200, respectively), as they only operate 12 h per day.

• FFRs vs. menu design

A proper menu design helps customers to decide on the food that meets their desire.
In terms of menu design, FFR C recorded the highest relative score, which is 0.274 (refer to
Figure 6). This is because all of its menu items are well-displayed on an electronic screen
above the counters, thus enabling customers to easily make their choice. Although FFR A
has a similar approach of displaying its menu, its score (0.253) is relatively lower than FFR
C, probably because the menu display on the screen changes too quickly (i.e., every few
seconds). Therefore, customers may not be able to read over the complete information of
each menu item before making an order.

On the other hand, as expected, FFR B and FFR D are at the third and fourth position,
respectively, mainly because they still adhere to the conventional way of displaying their
menus. The menus are only available in traditional booklet form. Their menu designs or
displays are not as attractive or informative as the former two restaurants.

• FFRs vs. employees’ appearance

With respect to this aspect, the results in Figure 6 indicate that all the FFRs under
investigation have similar performance, except for FFR C, which has a relatively higher
score, i.e., 0.267. Unlike the other three restaurants, the management of FFR C pays
better attention to ensuring that their employees, especially the front-line employees, keep
themselves presentable by wearing neat and clean uniforms.

• FFRs vs. physical cleanliness

It is generally known that restaurant image and cleanliness correlate to one another.
Restaurants typically do not compromise any cleanliness-related issue, as they are aware
of its importance. When a restaurant is clean, customers feel more comfortable eating
there. Otherwise, they avoid eating at the restaurant, worrying about risking themselves
with unwanted illnesses. On this note, the seriousness of the FFRs under evaluation in
maintaining cleanliness is evident through the comparable scores obtained, except for FFR
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A, which has a slightly lower score, i.e., 0.218. Further observation on FFR A reveals that
the restaurant needs to improve its usual practice of disposing leftover food.

• FFRs vs. parking

The availability of parking spaces determines a person’s dining spot. Since FFR C is
located at Labuan Airport which comes with many parking spaces, it achieved the highest
score (0.289) with respect to this sub-attribute (refer to Figure 6). The second highest score
was obtained by FFR B (0.271), since it is located in a large shopping premise that comes
with spacious indoor parking lots. FFR A and FFR D are located in the middle of the town;
thus, it is troublesome for the customer to find empty parking lots around these restaurants,
especially during office or lunch hours. Hence, they fall to the third and fourth ranking,
with a score of 0.244 and 0.216, respectively.

• FFRs vs. internal ambiance

In the context of internal ambiance, based on Figure 6, it is evident that FFR B has the
highest relative score (0.259), followed by FFR C (0.259), FFR D (0.247), and FFR A (0.227).
During the research period, we realized that FFR A’s interior looked shabby and dull; hence,
the lowest score. It is also logical to see FFR B having the highest score, since the interior of
the restaurant was recently renovated. Generally, the interior furnishings and decor tend
to be worn out over time. Therefore, a makeover from time to time plays a key role in
maintaining a pleasurable internal ambiance for customers.

• FFRs vs. overall safety

Figure 6 reports the relative scores of the FFRs in terms of safety. As expected, FFR
C earned the highest relative score (i.e., 0.262), mainly because it is located at the Labuan
Airport, where the availability of safety features and security personnel are essential. On the
other hand, FFR A obtained the lowest relative score (i.e., 0.237), since the outer surrounding
of FFR A tends to be very dark and may trigger an insecure feeling to customers, thus
reducing their chances to dine at the restaurant, especially after midnight.

• FFRs vs. exterior

The external appearance may potentially influence a customer’s perception of a restau-
rant, even before they dine at the restaurant. Figure 6 shows that FFR B attains the highest
relative score, since the management has recently completed renovating the entire design
of the restaurant. The fresh and attractive external appearance of the restaurant has helped
FFR B to gain the highest score. Meanwhile, FFR D and FFR A have recorded the lowest two
scores, 0.235 and 0.233, respectively, since customers believe that the outdoor appearance
of these two restaurants is not so welcoming or impressive.

3.3.3. Overall Image Scores and Ranking of FFRs

Figure 7 reports the final aggregated image score of each FFR under investigation.
Based on the results, it can be concluded that FFR C has the best overall image from the
customers’ perspective, with an aggregated score of 0.282. Meanwhile, the overall image
score earned by FFR A, FFR D, and FFR B is 0.246, 0.241, and 0.236, respectively, and
these scores certainly appear to be very close to each other. This indicates that there is no
major difference in the customers’ perception of these three restaurants. However, it can be
claimed that FFR C has successfully created its uniqueness as it tops the list with a distinct
relative score. FFR C excels way better than the other three FFRs because, comparatively,
it has the best performance to the six most influential sub-attributes, namely hospitality,
employees’ knowledge, employees’ problem-solving skills, cleanliness, service response
time, and food taste.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Discussion on the Dominant and Non-Dominant Sub-Attributes

The median global weight of the sub-attributes is 0.051. In total, there are six sub-
attributes with the global weight exceeding the median value. To simplify, they can be
labelled as the six most dominant elements of the overall FFR image (refer to the values
in blues in Figure 5 for the rank of the sub-attributes). With a global weight of 0.118,
hospitality is identified as the most important sub-attribute with respect to the overall
image of FFRs. In line with this result, plenty of studies related to food service industries
have emphasized employees’ attitude and friendliness as salient factors that influence
customers’ assessment of their dining experience [118,119]. Komaki et al. [120] claimed
that the FFR staff, especially those who are working in the front line, should amicably
interact with the customers. They believe that friendliness can be reflected by two distinct
behaviors: smiling and talking.

Meanwhile, the employees’ problem-solving skill, with a global weight of 0.116, is
identified as the second most influential sub-attribute of FFR image. Indeed, it is believed
that the employees’ problem-solving skills could affect the service quality [121], and subse-
quently the image of an FFR. In fact, Wu and Mohi [122] point out problem-solving skills
as one imperative service component of FFR. They considered problem-solving skills as
the employees’ ability to adequately respond to the problems faced by the customers or
complaints made by them.

On the other hand, employees’ knowledge is reported as the third major sub-attribute
of FRR image. It has a relative global weight of 0.101. Namin [123] remarked that FFRs must
provide their employees with proper training so that they can communicate effectively with
the customers and offer the details they ask for. Employees should ensure the information
such as menus, ingredients, beverages, available payment methods, discounts, and deals
are at their fingertips. Namin [123] also mentioned that knowledgeable staff might help
increase the reliability of an FFR.

The fourth crucial sub-attribute is the taste of food. It has 0.060 weightage towards the
overall image of FFRs. The importance of this sub-attribute has also been reported in several
related studies. For instance, Stewart and Tinsley [124] claimed that the consumption
frequency of a particular food, especially among working young adults, is determined by
its taste. Similarly, Glanz et al. [125] discovered that Americans reconsider the taste of the
food before purchasing and consuming them. In short, it is generally accepted that the
taste of the food can largely influence people’s perception of an FFR; thus, it affects the
consumers’ decision to repurchase at the FFRs. More significantly, in a study involving
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Boroujerd City’s restaurants, Koshki et al. [126] have empirically proven that the quality
(i.e., taste) of food positively affects the mental image of a restaurant.

With a global weight of 0.052, physical cleanliness is identified as the fifth weighty
sub-attribute in the overall system. Interestingly, parallel to the findings of this research,
Pettijohn et al. [127] identified cleanliness as one attribute of FFR, which is far more
significant than variety of food. In addition to this, Dhurup et al. [48] classified physical
cleanliness as a key image attribute that has a strong predictive relationship with customer
satisfaction.

The sixth most influential sub-attribute in the system is the service response time.
The computed global weight of the sub-attribute is 0.052. It is not surprising to witness
service response time as one of the top six image sub-attributes. Moreover, FFRs are
usually linked to their quick or express services, which is why customers prefer to dine
at FFRs [52,128]. It is thus very crucial for the hospitality industries, including FFRs, to
maintain an adequate service response time, probably by redesigning their food ordering
and delivery operations [129].

It is somewhat unexpected to find out employees’ appearance and exterior of the FFRs
as the two least important sub-attributes; this is because there are quite a number of studies
which have accentuated the importance of these sub-attributes in influencing the customers’
perception over restaurants, e.g., [130–132]. At the same time, there are also works that have
yielded results similar to this research. For instance, a survey conducted by Yüksel and
Yüksel [133] reported employees’ appearance as the least considered restaurant attribute
by the tourist in Turkey as compared to other employee-related attributes. Meanwhile,
Marinkovic et al. [113] discovered the exterior as one of the least important aspects that
does not deliver much impact on the image of ethnic restaurants in Serbia.

4.2. Discussion on Possible Strategies for Improving FFR Image

Collectively, around 51% (0.118 + 0.116 + 0.101 + 0.060 + 0.059 + 0.052 = 0.506 ~ 51%)
of a FFR’s overall image is characterized by the six most dominant sub-attributes. On a
logical basis, FFRs should allocate greater attention to enhancing their performance with
respect to these six sub-attributes if they wish to improve their overall image significantly
from the public’s perspective. Table 6 summarizes some of the possible strategies that
could be considered by the involved FFRs for real implementation towards improving their
performance with respect to the six dominant sub-attributes. Some of these strategies were
derived based on the suggestions made in past literature.

The results also offer essential support and credence for the concept of 3Ps (i.e., people,
process, and physical evidence). Note that the six dominant sub-attributes reported in the
present study are made up of three “people” attributes, two “process” attributes, and one
“physical evidence” attribute. It appears that consumers tend to place high expectations
on engagement and human factors in the FFRs. From the strategic perspective, providing
continuous training would be necessary to educate and enable the staff to deliver high-
quality service in the FFRs. Similarly, considering that the FFRs used in the present study
were also based on the franchise, operators need to consistently maintain a standard,
efficient service process. Strategically, consumers would expect all the FFRs to project
similar service process images.
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Table 6. Possible strategies for improvement.

No. Sub-Attribute
(Global Weight) Possible Strategies

1 Hospitality (0.118)

• Offer more in-house professional training, such as communication or public
relation-based training to the existing staff [134].

• Appoint staff who possess strong interpersonal skills [135,136].
• Station experienced staff in the front line for delivering an enjoyable

experience for the customers [95].

2 Employees’ problem-solving
skills (0.116)

• Assure the staff is more responsive to the needs of the customers or
complaints made by them [137].

• Offer relevant courses to equip the staff with various coping skills, so that
they can adequately handle unexpected crowds, problematic customers, or
any other undesirable situations [95,138,139].

• Assign mentors to the new staff to coach them on how they can deal with the
demands or complaints made by the customers [140].

3 Employees’ knowledge (0.101)

• Organize brief sharing sessions with the staff before work start if there are
any new products or sales promotions introduced by the management [95].

• Equip employees with the nutritional knowledge of the food they are
providing [141].

4 Food taste (0.060)

• Cook/Prepare the food by strictly adhering to the standard procedures so
that a consistent taste is delivered over time [142].

• Use fresh ingredients [143].
• Introduce food matching the local culture’s taste [3,97].
• Serve the food within the appropriate temperature range [144,145].

5 Physical cleanliness (0.059)

• Keep the floor and carpets clean [146].
• Keep the restrooms clean [147].
• Keep the tables and chairs clean [95].
• Display the certificate from the health and sanitary inspection authority at

the entrance of the restaurant [148].

6 Service response time (0.052)

• Re-examine and re-design the service delivery operation if the average
customer waiting time is long [129].

• Deliver more skill-based training to the kitchen staff to increase their
efficiency in preparing the ordered food [134].

• Introduce a drive-through ordering and pick-up option [123].
• Introduce online ordering and pick-up systems [123].

5. Limitations and Recommendations

This research has two limitations that future researchers can possibly address. The
first limitation concerns the interrelationships among the main and sub-attributes of the
FFR image. With the help of C-AHP, this research has successfully measured the weight
of the FFR image attributes; however, the research did not take any additional effort to
discover the existing interrelationships between the image attributes. Indeed, knowing
more about these interrelationships could lead to the formulation of more specific, workable
improvement strategies. Therefore, future research may consider using any appropriate
interaction modelling methods such as DEMATEL to uncover and better understand the
actual interrelationships of these image attributes.

The second limitation relates to the generalization of the research findings. Since the
geographical scope of the research is narrowed to Labuan Island, the data were merely
collected based on a sample of customers residing in the island. As such, the findings of
this research are only pertinent to the FFRs in the island. It is not rational to generalize the
findings, especially the weights of image attributes, to all FFRs across the nation. Moreover,
people’s preferences may change significantly from one region (e.g., state and district) to
another due to distinct demographic and cultural differences in the population. Thus, future
research should collect data from a larger and more representative sample of respondents,
so that the results could benefit any FFRs operating across the nation.
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